Introduction
Ground truth represents the required results of the action of an algorithm or an application. It makes it possible to verify the precision of the designed solutions. Ground truth can be generated manually, or by using an automated gold standard which provides highly accurate results [14] .
It can provide information on the object's location, its current condition, or duration in the current position or condition. Generating ground truth is essential in the verification of results generated by algorithms. It is used in a wide range of fields, such as medical diagnostics, road traffic analysis, crowd behavior analysis, and verification of algorithms used in computer games [2] . Ground truth makes it possible to calibrate systems, as well as improving the understanding of their mechanisms of action and detecting potential errors. Video analysis systems aim to facilitate decision making, in certain cases making these decisions with no human input. They are also differentiated by their purpose for detection, tracking and analysis of objects and people (for example during accidents or fights) [2, 4] . In this paper the software, used primarily to collect ground truth traffic data (vehicle counts, speed, calculation of the length of queues), is presented. After 
Traffic video detector: the algorithm
The term 'video detector', used in this article, means a software for the analysis of digital video stream in order to calculate the selected traffic parameters (measurements). It is a traditional name, used in many commercial systems [1] and in the papers related to the area of ITS (Intelligent Transportation Systems) [8, 18] . In this section the general description of video detector algorithm is presented. This description is necessary to understand the impact of GTGT on the modification of video detector software and scene configuration. The details of the algorithm can be found in [11] . The task of video detector is to compute several traffic measurements. These should be conducted automatically on the basis of a sequence of images from cameras. The aim of the analysis is to calculate:
• length of queues of waiting vehicles (in meters or as a number of vehicles),
• number of vehicles leaving the intersection in a certain direction,
• vehicle speed. video detector attempts to combine objects that were split incorrectly and divide those that were merged incorrectly.
The algorithm operates on a list of objects (representations of vehicles) containing data such as surface area, bounding box, and several recent locations of the centre of gravity. These object are traced on subsequent frames and following cases are examined:
1. a single object in the list corresponds to single visual object on subsequent frame, 2. a single object in the list corresponds to two or more visual objects on subsequent frame (splitting).
3. two or more objects in the list correspond to single visual object on subsequent frame (merging). Similar experiments, provided in Illinois, are described in report [15] . Ground truth data were generated in the same way but the experiments concerned effects of con- Authors of [7] propose the GTVT (Ground Truth Verification Tool) for creating ground truth data and to com- • Lines for measuring vehicle speed (V). Multiple detection of characteristic points for the vehicle crossing a given line makes it possible to calculate its speed.
• Fields marking the traffic queue area along the given lane (K). The vehicle furthest away from the centre of the junction along the queue marks its length. The point is sought within each field.
• Rectangles for detecting camera vibrations (D). Calculating and interpreting the difference between frames makes it possible to detect camera vibrations.
An example configuration is shown in (Fig. 1) .
Experimental results
The usefulness of the GTGT will be presented using two examples. The first describes a situation when the video detection algorithm unnecessarily splits a vehicle into several parts. The second describes methods of calculating vehicle velocity. The situation presented in Fig. 4 shows a bus driving across a measurement line. As well as configuration elements, the frame shows the vehicle's real velocity (above the bus) and the current state of the measuring (Fig. 7) .
GTGT software compares these methods and facilitates the selection of the best. of velocity for a given configuration element, it is easy to pinpoint situations when the velocity calculated using video detector differs significantly from actual velocity.
By analyzing the recording frame by frame, it is possible to investigate the shifting of the vehicle's centre of gravity and find potential reasons for this difference. Using the specific example shown in Fig. 6 and 7, the most accurate result was obtained for a median (of temporary velocities)
as a method of calculating mean velocity. Differences between mean values and actual velocity (shown in Fig. 7) come from shifting back of the vehicle's centre of gravity ( is detected on every third frame, while the GTGT marks a carefully selected distinctive point of the vehicle twice (see Fig. 6 ). Both measurements are graphically presented by GTGT thus allowing to find causes of errors.
Summary
In the paper a method and a tool for generating ground truth for video detection algorithms were presented. The 
